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Abstract-This paper presents a silicon oscillator suitable for 
low-cost and low-power wireless sensing applications. With the 
comparisons of ring oscillators in different temperature 
coefficients, the frequency of an internal ring oscillator is 

estimated and parameterized by a second-order polynomial. 
Accordingly, the output clock is compensated in a frequency 
division fashion. The oscillator is implemented in 90-nm CMOS 
technology with an area of O.04mm2• Operating at O.6V, the 
output frequency is within 200±lkHz over the temperature 

range of -25°C to 125°C with power consum ption of 48,., W. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent advances in silicon sensors and circuit technology 
have enabled various wireless sensing applications. The 
deployed wireless sensors are highly integrated with limited 
power sources to reduce cost. Systems relying on batteries or 
energy scavenging from the environment operate at low 
frequencies (sub-MHz) to save power. Nevertheless, most of 
functions are scheduled with a low duty-cycle to maintain 
long-lifetime operation. Power is then drawn by an oscillator 
to generate the reference frequency. As a critical part of the 
system, a low-power oscillator is required. 

Low-power oscillators have been used in various 
approaches [1-4]. The ring oscillators [I], [2] and the 
Wienbridge oscillator [3] generate a reference frequency that 
corresponds to the on-chip RC. Proper sizing of the transistors 
and the resistors of opposite temperature coefficients cancels 
out the temperature dependency of passive components. 
However, these designs rely on the availability of the devices 
with accurately defmed temperature coefficients. In [4], the 
frequency refers to the electron mobility that strongly depends 
on the temperature. The compensation requires a seventh
order polynomial calibration, incurring considerable hardware 
cost. These approaches generate a reference frequency with 
sub-I OOIl W power consumption and maintain a temperature 
stability of less than 1 % frequency variation over a wide range. 

In this paper, an alternative approach using a ring 
oscillator-based all-digital design is proposed. The reference 
timing depends on the propagation delay of standard logic 
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Fig. l. Block diagram of the oscillator. 

cells. The oscillator can be directly applied in existing systems 
without the tedious size customizing of related devices. The 
operating voltage is reduced to save both dynamic and leakage 
power. 

To deal with the temperature dependence of standard logic 
cells, architecture with a similar concept to the smart 
temperature sensor [5] is proposed. The frequency comparison 
of different ring oscillators is used to reflect the temperature 
variation. Using the comparison result, the frequency of the 
ring oscillator in the digitally controlled oscillator (DCO) can 
be obtained accurately. The compensated code is then 
calculated for the DCO to remain the constant output 
frequency. 

In the following section, the oscillator architecture and 
temperature compensation control are illustrated. Detailed 
circuit configurations are shown in Section III. Section IV 
shows the chip implementation and experimental results. 
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V. 

II. OSCILLATOR ARCHITECTURE 

Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the proposed silicon 
oscillator. The output clock is generated by the DCO. 
Following periodic feedback from the clock or a manual 
trigger, the temperature compensation control, including a 
frequency ratio calculator and a compensation mapper, are 
applied to achieve the following functionalities: I. Estimate 
the frequency of the ring oscillator in the DCO. 2. Generate 
the compensated code so the temperature effect can be 
compensated. The estimation of the frequency is illustrated in 
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Fig_ 2. (a) Free-run frequency of two ring oscillators with delay cells of 
different temperature coefficients. (b )The relation of foRo to the frequency 
ratio. 

Fig, 2, Applying two ring oscillators, the reference ring 
oscillator (RRO) and the compared ring oscillator (CRO), 
composed of the delay cells of different temperature 
coefficients, free-running frequencies over temperature are 
shown in Fig, 2(a), The frequency ratio of the RRO to the 
CRO can be defmed as follows: 

R= fRRO 

fCRO 
(1) 

where fRRO and fCRO are the frequencies of the RRO and the 
CRO, respectively, Since the temperature coefficients of fRRO 
and fCRO are different, it can be determined that R is also 
temperature dependent. The relationship of R and fRRO is 
plotted in Fig, 2(b), Evidently, R can be exploited to reflect the 
value of fRRO over the operating temperature, The estimated 

fRRO, denoted as 7 RRO, is approximated by a second-order 

function of R, 
- 2 
f RRO = coeh R + coefiR + coefo (2) 

where coef" are the nth-order coefficients of the polynomial 
which can be obtained using a post-fabrication test. 

The estimation accuracy is related to the temperature 
variations of the ring oscillators, If the temperature 
coefficients of fRRO and !eRO are similar, most temperature 
effects will be cancelled, The frequency ratio will remain 
unchanged with no information for further use, Different delay 
cell types should be selected to strengthen the relative 
temperature behavior, A simulation shows the estimation 
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Fig. 3. Schematic of Frequency Ratio Calculator. 

accuracy is approximately 0.35% when applying inverters and 
4-input nor gates as the delay cells in the RRO and CRO, 
respectively, Although a higher order polynomial can improve 
the accuracy, the hardware complexity also increases 
significantly, Therefore, a second-order polynomial is adopted 
for a small area, Using the obtained frequency, the 
compensated code, C, is calculated for the DCO, The DCO 
applies the ring oscillator of the same delay cell types and a 
frequency divider to generate the desired frequency by 
dividing the frequency of the ring oscillator, 

III. DETAILED CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION 

A, Frequency Ratio Calculator 
Fig. 3 shows the frequency ratio calculator. By comparing 

the RRO and the CRO, the frequency ratio can be calculated 
using frequency counters. Denoting the counted numbers of 
the CRO and the RRO of the same duration as NeRO and NRRo 
respectively, the frequency ratio is demonstrated as follows: 

- NRRO R= -- . 
NeRO 

(3) 

Additionally, an upper bound is set for counting NCRO as 2k. 
After the enabling signal, CAL_EN, is applied, the RRO and 
the CRO generate clocks for frequency counting. Once NCRo 
reaches 2k, a termination signal is raised to stop these two ring 
oscillators. The calculated delay ratio is as follows: 

- NRRO R= --k-' 2 (4) 

The division by 2k requires no divider. Therefore, the 

frequency ratio, R, is obtained from the simple architecture of 
two frequenci counters. The calculation time after applying 
CAL_EN is 2 -cycle times of the CRO. The quantization error 
to the actual frequency ratio, R, is guaranteed to be less than 
1I2k. When a larger k is set, the quantization error is reduced 
for longer calculation time. Considering the simulation's 
frequency estimation accuracy of 0.35%, k is selected as 10 
for a quantization error less than 0.1 %. 



Fig. 4. Schematic of the DCO. 

B. Digitally Controlled Oscillator 
The schematic of the DCO is shown in Fig. 4. The output 

frequency is an integer fraction of the frequency generated by 
the half-length RRO (HRRO) which has half the delay cells of 
the RRO. The code, C, is provided to be the integer divisor. 
The frequency division is achieved using a counter and a 
comparator. The counter increases in every oscillation cycle of 
the HRRO, and the comparator compares the counted number, 
Ncnt, and the code C. If the counted number is equal to C, the 
output of the comparator will be 1. The comparator output is 
used as the counter reset and the trigger of the output clock 
register. The value of the output clock register is inverted in 
every trigger from the comparator output. Therefore, the 
corresponding frequency is generated as follows: 

leLK 
= IHRRO = IRRO . 

2·C C (5) 

Additionally, the duty cycle is exactly 50% due to the same 
delay path and reaction for the high and low durations. 

The supported frequency range depends on the counter 
length and the frequency of the HRRO. If the counter length is 
enlarged, the DCO can generate a wider range of frequency. 
The frequency of the HRRO determines the tuning resolution 
of the DCO. The combinational delay in the frequency divider 
is restricted by the frequency of the HRRO. For example, to 
achieve a wider output frequency range, the counter length of 
the frequency divider should be increased. However, the larger 
combinational delay in the counter requires a slower HRRO 
frequency and results in lower resolution. Conversely, the 
fmer DCO resolution requires a higher frequency from the 
HRRO, leading to greater power consumption in the 
frequency divider. Trade-offs between the frequency range, 
accuracy, and power should be considered during 
implementation. 

C. Compensation Mapper 
Once the frequency ratio is calculated, the compensated 

code C for DCO can be calculated in the compensation 

mapper. Substituting the calculated frequency ratio, R, into 
(2), the estimated frequency of the RRO is as follows: 

A -2 -I RRO = coeh R + coefi R + coelo (6) 
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over a temperature range of -25°C to 125°C. 
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Fig. 6. Die photo of the silicon oscillator. 
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Fig. 7. Measured output frequency of five samples over a temperature range 
of -25°C to 125°C. 

where j RRO is the estimated frequency of the RRO. For a 

given desired frequency, ide" the compensated code can be 
derived as follows: 

c= coehR2 + coefiR+coelo 
. Ides 

(7) 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

A silicon oscillator is implemented in a 90-nm CMOS 
process. The desired frequency is targeted on 200kHz. The 
DCO code is 10-bit with the frequency of HRRO 
approximately 300MHz. Hardware description language and 
cell-based design flow are applied to implement the oscillator. 
Operating at 0.6V, the simulation results are plotted in Fig. 5. 
The uncompensated case fIxes the DCO code calibrated at 



TABLE I 
COMPARISONS OF SILICON OSCILLATORS 

Design 

Technology 

Architecture 

Supply voltage 

Frequency 

Area 

Power 

Frequency 
variation 

Temperature 
range 

MelSlJe P1:freq(C2) P2:perk>c(C2) P3:dl.Ay(C2) 

vak.le 2OO..50053kHz 4.9875181..1$ 49.95% 

2OO.56702kHz 4.985861231J$ 5O.Q214% 
ri'I 199..9S703kHz 4..9724071J$ 49.85" 

max 201.10985 kHz 5.00107$ jJS SO.32" 

sdev 147.2322 Hz 3.6S99Sns 

11.0e0e+3 

� 

58.2m" 

11.oeoe·3 

� 

VLSI'09[1] ESSCIRC'09[2] 

0.1 Slim CMOS 0.351'm CMOS 

Ring Ring 

I.2V I.SV 

IOMHz 30MHz 

0.22 mm2 O.OS mm2 

SOI'W ISOI'W 

±0.4% ±0.7% 

-20 to 100°C -20 to 100°C 

Fig. S. Waveform of the output clock and measured parameters. 

25°c' The output frequency varies from 155kHz to 265kHz 
over a range of -25°C to 125°c' In the compensated case, the 
output frequency is compensated between 199.8kHz and 
200.2kHz. 

Fig. 6 shows the die micrograph where the active area is 
30511mx 130J.Ull. The measured output frequencies of five 
samples are displayed in Fig. 7. The inaccuracy is introduced 
by the sources: i) The estimation error -0.35% of the 
frequency of the RRO; ii) The DCO resolution -0.19%; iii) 
The digitized value representation that causes quantization 
noise <0.01% in the compensated mapping. Therefore, the 
maximum possible frequency error is approximately ±O.5%. 
Measurement results show the output frequencies are 
compensated between 199kHz and 201kHz and yield a 
temperature stability less than ±0.5% over a range of -25°C to 
125°c' The waveform of the output clock is shown in Fig. 8. 
The rms period jitter is 3.66ns at 25°C. Current consumption 
is 79.711A at 25°c' 

JSSC'09[3] ESSCIRC'IO[4]* This work 

65nm CMOS 65nm CMOS 90nm CMOS 

Wienbridge Relaxation Ring 

1.2V I.2V 0.6V 

6MHz 150kHz 200kHz 

0.03 mm2 0.2 mm2 0.04 mm2 

661'W 511'W 4SI'W 

±O.SS% ±O.5% ±O.5% 

o to 100°C -55 to 125°C -25 to 125°C 

'Compensation parts excluded 

Finally, a summary of the proposed silicon oscillator and a 
comparison with related works are listed in Table I. The 
proposed oscillator possesses the lowest operation voltage and 
power consumption. Using a 0.6V supply voltage, the 
oscillator can be powered by scavenged energy sources. The 
low power consumption and low cost make it suitable for 
wireless sensing applications. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A 0.6V 200kHz silicon oscillator has been implemented in 
a 90-nm CMOS process. The compensated frequency yields 

an accuracy less than ±0.5% of -25°C to 125°C with 4811W 
of power consumption. It can be fully integrated in wireless 
sensing applications to provide a low-cost and low-power 
reference frequency without any external reference. 
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